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About Careers with STEM
The Careers with STEM series includes four quarterly magazines, along with website articles, teacher resources and videos 
across four STEM areas: science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The focus is on independent inquiry and 
constructivist learning through the application of a range of general capabilities that can “bridge the academic and vocational 
divide, providing young people with the resources to navigate the future.” *  

Each magazine issue provides inspiring stories, statistics and up-to-date information on the careers of the future, and 
is based on the premise of discovering new areas of innovation through STEM + X – where X is another field of study, a 
personal passion, or a world-changing goal.

To order additional copies for events, clubs or classrooms, or for annual subscriptions and additional resources, career 
stories and videos go to: CareerswithSTEM.com

*Kate Torii and Megan O’Connell, March 2017. Preparing young people for the future of work. Mitchell Report 01/2017.

Who are the Notes for?
The Careers with STEM Teacher Notes provide teachers, careers advisors, parents, 
STEM-based institutions, and mentors with a framework to use the magazines to 
expose and inspire students towards STEM careers. For teachers, they are ideally 
suited to years 7–12.

These activities are designed specifically for students to gain insight into a 
variety of STEM careers across a range of topics and meet specific content-based 
curriculum outcomes. In the classroom, most of the activities will allow teachers to 
link to industry and skills-based curriculum outcomes.

Download/Read online
Read or download the magazines for free online. 
CareerswithSTEM.com/read-it-here/
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Discover a world of 
cutting-edge careers 
and real-life stories.
Jump online and subscribe today to receive every issue of  
Careers with STEM, delivered to your door four times a year.  
Or order multiple copies for classes, events and clubs from just $1.95.
Sign up at: CareerswithSTEM.com/subscribe-and-order/

*Australia only, email info@refractionmedia.com.au for international orders.
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CAPABILITIES ACTIVITY IDEAS

RESILIENCE + 
PERSONAL AND 

SOCIAL CAPABILITY

READ: What does a career in engineering look like? p6

THINK/DO: Flip through the magazine and make a list of the all the different kinds of 
engineers that are mentioned. Next to each one, give examples of what they do and the 
salaries they get (tip: look for Hot Jobs!).

FOLLOW WITH: Watch Elanor’s Ted talk video: ‘Why we need engineers more than ever.’ 
bit.ly/ElanorTED

What is the ‘new’ kind of engineer that Elanor Huntington is talking about at the end of the 
video?

NUMERACY + 
LITERACY

READ: The New Kid on the Block, p14

THINK/DO: In small groups, share your thoughts and ideas on what you already know, 
or have heard about cryptocurrency. Can anyone explain Bitcoins and/or Blockchain? Do 
you know what they are, what they do, and what impact they might have on your life in the 
future?

FOLLOW WITH: Explore the topic online; the Kahn academy has a series of lessons on 
cryptocurrency such as this one on Bitcoin: bit.ly/KahnBitcoin

And this one on Blockchain: bit.ly/KahnBlockchain

PROBLEM SOLVING + 
SOCIAL CAPABILITY + 

RESILIENCE

READ: Access to Electricity, p8, A Helping Hand, p26, and Driving Diversity, p31

THINK/DO: Who have Rebecca (p8), and Gabi (p26) volunteered with? Which program 
has Jillian (p31) started that takes on volunteers? Why do you think these people are 
volunteering their time? What are the benefits of volunteering – to the individual, to 
society, to the recipient? 

FOLLOW WITH: Visit the websites of the engineering organisations Rebecca and Gabi 
volunteered for. Can you find a way to become involved?

Engineers without Borders www.ewb.org.au

Enabling the Future enablingthefuture.org

Power of Engineering www.powerofengineering.org

Build your own robotic hands – Digital Technologies Hub  bit.ly/DThub_Robohands

PERSONAL 
CAPABILITY

READ: Find Your Way, p34

THINK/DO: Take the quiz to find out what kind of engineer you are and then read more 
about that area of engineering.

FOLLOW WITH: Visit the Careers with STEM app by searching ‘STEM career finder’ on 
Google Play and the App Store. The app will help find the degree that best matches the area 
of engineering you have been matched to. On the app you can find courses open to you, 
career information and job availability.

Using the Careers with STEM magazines – 10-min activities
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CRITERIA NOTES

Summary of the project details:
What is the goal?
Which type of technology is being used?
Who is working on this?

State the actual problem being addressed

Identify the solution that is suggested or is 
being implemented

Who are the primary stakeholders in this 
project (for example: customers, investors, 
suppliers)?

List the secondary stakeholders (for example: 
creditors, employees, directors, unions)

In relation to engineering, define the term 
‘functional requirements’. What is/are the 
main functional requirement(s) for the 
solution described?

In relation to engineering, define the term 
‘non-functional requirements’. What are the 
non-functional requirements in relation to 
the functional requirements of this project?

What might be some constraints in the 
development of the solution?

Conduct some research into similar problems 
and solutions to the one you have examined 
here and make note of any similarities. How 
did your research stimulate your thinking 
around this project?

DEEP DIVE ACTIVITY 
– Define and decompose real-world problems – Year 10

Digital Technologies Curriculum Link - Define and decompose real-world problems precisely, taking into account 
functional and non-functional requirements and including interviewing stakeholders to identify needs (ACTDIP038)

Capabilities: Literacy + Personal and Social Capability + Critical and Creative Thinking

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Sustainability

READ: Epic Planet-saving Solutions, p8–9

THINK/DO: Choose one of the goals showcased and examine it from the perspective of a tech engineer. Write your 
ideas in the space next to the questions below.

http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACTDIP038
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACTDIP038
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACTDIP038
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACTDIP038
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Reflection

For more career profiles, information and quizzes go to
CareerswithSTEM.com

What I have learnt about  
careers in STEM...

What I found interesting/ 
inspiring about careers in STEM...

What I still want to know  
about careers in STEM – and where I 
could go to find out...

Supported by the Australian Government Department of Education and Training.  
Careers with STEM Teacher Notes are a publication of Refraction Media. © 2018 Refraction Media, all rights reserved. Written by Sally Parker. This work is licensed 

under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Public License. Contact info@refractionmedia.com.au or (02) 9188 5459

S T E M

How can you get skills  
and work in industry  

in Years 11-12?
Zane Folpp

How can masses of data 
help banks predict if your 

credit card has been 
hacked?

Quinton Anderson

From country Australia  
to the US space race, how 
did engineering kickstart 

this career?
Beth Jens

How can understanding 
how fluids behave  
help create cleaner 

combustion engines?
Fatemeh Salehi

space +
engineering

MATHS + COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

STEMship +
TAFE

TECH +
DATA ENGINEERING

p11 p16 p22 p19

5-MIN STEM!
Careers with STEM is packed with real-life reads

http://CareerswithSTEM.com

